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10th November 2011

Damian Hinds MP
House of Commons
Westminster
SW1A OAA

Dear Mr Hinds,

As you know the government is proposing to reduce the present Feed-in-Tariff incentive for new
photovoltaic panels from the present 43 to 21p/kWh from 1st April next year. For householders
planning to install panels after next month the rate of return on investment will lengthen from an
average of 10 to 20 years. Estimated annual saving on a typical 2.9Kw installation will drop from
£1190 pa to £640.

The present FIT scheme has been hugely successful with 80,000 new installations supporting
22,000 jobs over the 2 years. The government’s own figures show that take up of FITS in the last
quarter compared with the previous quarter almost doubled from 164MW to 316MW.The
corresponding reduction in emissions is helping the UK towards meeting its climate change
commitments. It’s also helping to provide a real alternative to the present Big Six energy cartel

As PV technology advances and the production cost of panels falls and it is right the government
should want to monitor this trend and adjust tariffs accordingly. But the draconian scale of the
proposed cuts can only serve to damage a relatively new job creating industry at a critical time.
Conversations with various local suppliers confirm this view. Britain is well behind many of its
competitors in the production of energy from renewable sources. PV panels are such an obvious
way in which residents can buy into being active in the drive to decarbonise energy production and
distribution.

Please would you raise our concerns with your colleagues, Greg Barker and Chris Huhne, during the
present period of consultation that ends next month and specifically mention:

· Pushing back the cut-off dates to April 2012 as originally planned
· Reducing the rates for solar PV only in line with falling costs, and ensuring the tariff works

for social housing, local authority, and community energy schemes, either as part of the
same or with a separate tariff.

· Reform the feed-in tariff structure to provide long-term certainly and stability for the
schemes

Yours sincerely

Ray Cobbett
Friends of the Earth
Hampshire


